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Methods Used in the Experiments

In the majority of my work theoretical background from the field of
mathematical statistics, probability theory, optimization, machine
learning and computer vision approaches were explored. The proposed model in the first task is an implementation of a Markov
Random Field (MRF). The output is a segmented aerial point cloud,
obtained by global energy optimization:
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where o(p) denotes observed point cloud features, ξ(p) is a possible
segmentation, C is a set of cliques, i.e. groups of 3-D points containing neighboring nodes, P is a probability value, and VC denotes
the clique potential function. In this context, Markovian property
means that only the neighboring nodes interact directly.
The presented probabilistic model in the second task is an implementation of a Two-level Marked Point Process. The output is a
configuration of rectangle groups, where each group belongs to a coherent traffic segment composed by individual vehicles. The optimal
configuration is obtained by stochastic optimization over the configurations of marked points: x = {(x1 , m1 ), (x2 , m2 ), · · · , (xn , mn )}.
The solution of the MPP framework will be the configuration that
maximizes the model density h(x):
argmax h(x) = argmax f ∗ (x)gY (x),

(2)

x

where the model density h(x) is written as the product of an a priori
density f ∗ (x), and a data-dependent density gY (x). The aerial point
clouds used in tests regarding to first and second task were provided
by Airbus Defence and Space, Hungary.
In the third task a Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been used
for the separation of samples in a high-dimensional feature space.
The training data denoted by {xi , yi } i = 1, . . . , l, consisted of an
arbitrary feature vector xi ∈ Rn , and output yi ∈ {−1, 1} . The
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main task in this method was to find a separating hyperplane xw +
b = 0 in the feature space, with the following attributes:
 w normal to the hyperplane


|b|
is the distance to origin
kwk

 kwk Euclidean norm of w
Note that in the SVM approach our feature space based on handcrafted 3-D descriptors extracted from outdoor LiDAR data, which
are specifically used for vehicle detection.
In the fourth task an implementation of deep convolutional neural
networks have been used. This neural network maps an input x
to an output Θ by defining a mapping function Θ = f ∗∗ (x; θ∗ )
and learns the values of the parameters θ∗ that result in the best
approximation of the image samples of 3-D urban objects from four
different object categories, based on LiDAR measurements.
All discussed algorithms were implemented on a Linux environment.
For the implementation of point cloud and image processing methods in C/C++ I have mainly utilized OpenCV and Point Cloud
Library [22] software toolboxes. For the graphical user interface of
my evaluation and data annotation softwares Qt library has been
adopted. This thesis and the corresponding publications of the author have been prepared in LATEX.
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New Scientific Results

1. Thesis: I have proposed a novel probabilistic approach
for joint detection of vehicles and extraction of coherent
traffic segments from airborne LiDAR point cloud measurements. I have validated the new method on real data and
showed its superiority against state-of-the-art solutions.
Published in [2],[6],[9],[10],[16].
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Figure 1: Segmentation of aerial point clouds to roof (light green),
vehicle (purple), ground (dark green) and clutter (light orange)
classes [Thesis 1.1].

Analyzing the vehicle populations of crowded cities is a central goal
of automatic traffic monitoring and control, environmental protection and aerial surveillance applications. However using remotely
sensed (RS) data, vehicle separation in crowded urban areas remains highly challenging due to noise and relatively low resolution.
I have introduced an object based hierarchical model for joint probabilistic extraction of vehicles and coherent vehicle groups – called
traffic segments – in airborne LiDAR point clouds. The motivation
of this work is applying Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology for this task offers an efficient alternative solution for traffic
analysis versus conventional image or radar-based RS technologies.
1.1. I have proposed an energy minimization based method for
point cloud segmentation into ground, roof, vehicle, vegetation and clutter classes, which jointly considers local and global
point cloud features for characterizing the different classes, and
3-D neighborhood connection to ensure spatial smoothness of
the classification.
Urban point cloud analysis is an emerging issue in 3-D remote sensing related tasks such as urban modeling, automated surveillance
and object detection. However, different object detection and recog-
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nition procedures need proper preprocessing steps such as point
cloud segmentation (classification).
I have introduced an energy minimization based semantic point
cloud segmentation method for remotely sensed point clouds. Most
earlier methods deal with macro area classification, marking vehicles
as part of the clutter regions. That approach may results inaccurate
discrimination of the vehicle class from other areas.
We specifically focus to construct a probabilistic model for distinguishing various semantic classes namely vehicle, vegetation, ground,
clutter.
1.2. I have introduced a novel two-level Marked Point process
approach, which models the vehicle population as a configuration of rectangle groups, where each group belongs to a coherent
traffic segment composed by individual vehicles.
I have proposed a hybrid model, where the initial point cloud is
classified via 3-D features, but the optimal object configuration is
extracted on a 2-D lattice, after ground plane projection. I have
proposed various image-level features to evaluate hypothesizes of
vehicles represented by their top view bounding boxes.
The model first utilizes as input the classification labels (data terms)
presented in Thesis 1.1., and also exploits alignment constraints
(prior terms) between different vehicles. I have defined an energy
function on the configuration space, where the optimal configuration
of the model was obtained by minimizing the configuration energy
using a modified version of the Multiple Birth and Death algorithm.
I have evaluated the new approach on real data, and compared it
to three different the state-of-the-art algorithms.
2. Thesis: I have proposed a novel solution for fast detection and classification of 3-D objects from point cloud sequences recorded by a mobile LiDAR sensor mounted on
a ground vehicle. The model has been quantitatively validated based on hand labeled data, and its the advantages
has been demonstrated versus state-of-the-art approaches.
Published in: [1],[3],[4],[5],[12],[13],[11].
Co-author publications from the writer of the thesis, where the pro-
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Figure 2: Probabilistic extraction of vehicles and vehicle groups
from airborne LiDAR point clouds collected from dense urban areas
[Thesis 1.2].

posed model has been applied: [7],[14],[15].
Fast 3-D object perception and recognition is a central objective
in various prominent applications, such as autonomous driving, self
localization and mapping, real time environmental survey and event
monitoring. However, automatic object detection and classification
in RMB Lidar point clouds is highly challenging due to the low
and strongly inhomogeneous measurement density, which rapidly
decreases as a function of the distance from the sensor.
I have proposed a new approach for object classification in continuously streamed LiDAR point clouds collected from urban areas.
The input of our framework is a raw 3-D point cloud sequence captured by a Velodyne HDL-64 Lidar, and we aim to extract all vehicles and pedestrians in the neighborhood of the moving sensor. I
proposed a complete pipeline developed especially for distinguishing
outdoor 3-D urban objects. The presented approach uses supervised
deep learning and scene context relations among objects ensuring
advanced classification results even for occluded and partially extracted object blobs, which may often appear in crowded urban
scenes.
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Figure 3: Urban object detection in terrestrial (mobile) point cloud
sequences. On the left: Input point cloud of a Velodyne HDL64 LiDAR scanner. In the middle: The output of the point cloud
segmentation step. On the Right: The detection result; Each object
denoted by different colors [Thesis 2.1].

2.1. I have proposed a method for fast object detection especially designed for continuously streamed 3-D range data. The
solution uses a simple, yet efficient two-level grid data structure
and a corresponding connected component analysis algorithm,
producing distinct groups of 3-D points which belong to different urban objects, with a seed-up of two orders of magnitude
compared to the current existing solutions.
The reliable perception of the surrounding environment is an important task in outdoor robotics. Vision systems with the capability of
handling continuously streamed sensor data have become important
tools for robot perception. We focus here on the object detection
problem relying on large-scale terrestrial urban point clouds.
The problem of detecting objects on streaming point clouds is challenging due to various reasons. First, the raw sensor measurements
are noisy. Second, the point density is uneven: The object detection process is further complicated when the data is continuously
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streamed from a laser sensor on a moving platform or a mobile
robot. In this case we are forced to complete a complex task within
a very limited time frame.
I have defined a new data structure and a corresponding algorithm
which is a basis of an efficient range search technique and a connected component analysis approach for fast object detection. In
addition, an optimal parameter setting strategy has been proposed
for enhancing the accuracy, which has lead to the same or better detection performance than the conventional kd-tree based approaches. More specifically, the following four main improvements
have been implemented:
• Novel 2-D hierarchical grid structure for fast range search in
3-D
• Connected Component Algorithm for streaming data
• Optimal grid resolution in urban environment
• Publishing a new large dataset of hand-labeled 3-D point clouds
The proposed framework has been evaluated in three urban LIDAR
sequences, concerning different urban scenarios, such as main roads,
narrow streets and intersections. Two scenarios have been recorded
in the streets of Budapest, while the third test set has been selected
from a publicly available Benchmark Suite.
2.2. I have introduced a new set of 3-D features (called vehicle
model) for efficient vehicle detection in mobile LiDAR point
cloud sequences. The main purpose of the proposed vehiclemodel is to find an optimal trade-off w.r.t. speed and accuracy in automated vehicle extraction, while handling missing/occluded object segments and inhomogeneous point density.
Extracting efficient object descriptors (i.e. features) is an essential part in several machine learning techniques, which step usually
implements one of the two following strategies.
According to the first strategy, the shape and the size of the objects
are approximated by 3-D bounding boxes. For object classification
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Figure 4: Urban object classification in terrestrial (mobile) LiDAR
sequences using deep learning and scene context analysis [Thesis
2.2].

simple features, such as the length ratios of object bounding boxes
can be proposed. Here simple features may not be robust enough for
efficient object classification, due to the largely diverse appearances
of the considered object shapes throughout an entire city.
Following the second strategy, a group of existing object classification techniques use different features, including various shape and
contextual descriptors. Although these general shape and context
based methods may provide more precise recognition rates for urban objects than the 3-D bounding box based techniques, they are
computationally more expensive, and often do not perform in real
time.
To overcome the above mentioned challenges, I have developed a
vehicle model which is a combination of three novel feature extraction steps. First a new convex hull based 2-D bounding box fitting
method has been introduced, which is used for fast and precise estimation of the location, size and orientation parameters of the vehicle
candidates. Second, a novel 3-D sphere based feature has been incorporated for approximating the principal curvatures of the vehicle
candidates in 3-D. Third, object contours have been extracted from
the side-view, in order to obtain a representative shape characteris-
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tics of the vehicles in 2-D.
2.3. I have proposed a novel convolutional neural network based
approach for classifying 3-D urban objects in challenging urban
point clouds. We aim to extract all vehicles and pedestrians in
the neighborhood of the moving sensor. Beside feature learning scene contextual analysis has been incorporated to define
topological relations between the object candidates by creating
a rough approximation of the road scene boundaries, and using
them as anchor points for precise object label refinement.
The vehicle detection method presented in Thesis 2.2 is based on
an SVM approach, using various hand-crafted features. These descriptors have been obtained by a class specific feature engineering
process, thus it is not straightforward to generalize them to various
other classes.
We propose a multi-class object classification approach, which can
be used for holistic scene interpretation. We extract first all the
scene objects by using fast blob detector presented in Thesis 2.1,
thereafter we divide each object to one of the following four object categories: vehicle, pedestrian, facade segment and street object.
First, we present a depth image based feature extraction method using as an input for our deep learning step. Secondly, we define a
deep convolutional neural network model for multi-class object detection. Using these to components we can avoid object class specific feature properties, and we can execute the supervised learning
procedure directly from the data. Finally we refine the classification with contextual features considering the possible expected scene
topologies.
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Application of the Results

All the developed algorithms can be used as a preprocessing step for
higher level robot perception or surveillance systems, especially in
3-D remote sensing, and scene understanding tasks regarding to mobile robotics. Many of the proposed methods directly corresponds
to completed and ongoing research projects of MTA-SZTAKI.
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The research work connected to Thesis 1 has been partially supported by the DUSIREF project (Dynamic Urban Scene Interpretation and REconstruction through remotely sensed data Fusion)
funded by the European Space Agency (ESA), and by the Hungarian Scientific Research fund project titled ”Comprehensive remote
sensing data analysis” (OTKA #101598). The aim of these projects
have been to create generalized frameworks and procedure libraries
for representing different targets, hierarchic structures and various
levels of changes using remotely sensed 2-D images and 3-D (LIDAR,
ISAR or DEM) data. Our developed methods attempted to collect
similar tasks appearing in different application areas, handling them
in a joint methodological approach. Contributions regarding Thesis 2 were in part funded by the integrated4D (i4D) internal R&D
grant of MTA SZTAKI. The main objective of the i4D project was
to design and implement algorithms and system prototypes for the
reconstruction and visualization of complex spatio-temporal scenes
by integrating various types of sensor measurements, including outdoor 4-D point cloud sequences recorded by car-mounted Velodyne
HDL-64E Lidar sensor, and 4-D models of moving actors obtained
in an indoor 4-D Reconstruction Studio. My specific contribution
for this project has been developing novel algorithms for road scene
understanding based on Lidar measurement sequences, including
point cloud segmentation and object recognition tasks. Based partially on these results, we also published an international patent (No.
WO/2014/188225), which describes the complete i4D system. The
last part of the thesis works was supported project no. #K-120233
of the Hungarian National Research, Development and Innovation
Fund.
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